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I. INTRODUCTION
Many solar cell materials and configurations have been developed, and these are continually being optimized. 1 Here, we start from the most general design of a solar cell, which consists of an absorber, an electron transport layer, and a hole transport layer. In the widely used Si solar cells, these three functions are combined in a single material in different doping configurations. Choosing three separate materials opens up many possibilities for new designs with enhanced performance and lower cost (see Ref. 2 
for a brief overview).
In the following, we will consider a generic design that takes advantage of choosing three semiconductors for the three basic functions, as shown in Fig. 1 . Using transparent wide-gap semiconductors, such as TiO 2 and diamond, for the electron and hole transport layers allows both front and back illumination. At high doping, these semiconductors become metallic (and even superconducting in the case of p-doped diamond), with the Fermi level moving slightly into the band edges.
The highly doped materials for electron and hole transport can also be viewed as electron acceptors and donors, although in a context different from bulk doping. For example, the widely used n-type TiO 2 electron transport material accepts photo-excited electrons from the conduction band minimum (CBM) of the absorber, even though it contains a high density of donors in the bulk. Likewise, p-type diamond donates electrons to the absorber to fill the photo-generated holes in the absorber. These electrons do not originate from the acceptor level of diamond, but from its valence band maximum (VBM).
As absorber one needs a semiconductor with a gap near the optimum for a single junction, which lies in the 1.0-1.5 eV range. There are many semiconductors to choose from, most notably Si and GaAs. Here, we focus on CIGS (typically Cu y (In 1Àx Ga x )Se 2 ), whose gap is tunable within the optimal energy range, with x % 0.7 for optimum performance. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] A suitable donor has been difficult to find, particularly for dye-sensitized cells. Based on the success with TiO 2 as acceptor, we choose p-doped diamond as a symmetric counterpart. It is chemically inert, has a wide band gap making it transparent to solar radiation, and can be highly doped with boron. 12 Synthetic highly doped diamond thin films can be prepared inexpensively and are available commercially. Their structures range from microcrystalline to nanocrystalline. 13 Such films have been functionalized with dye molecules for potential applications in dye-sensitized solar cells. 14, 15 Here, we characterize the energy levels of the donor and absorber part of the proposed three-layer structure, i.e., ptype diamond and CIGS. Of particular significance for photovoltaics are the band offset and the band bending at the interface. These determine how efficiently the hole is refilled. Results from X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS), X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), and quantum efficiency measurements are combined with bulk optical and electrical properties and theoretical calculations of the quasiparticle density of states to obtain the band diagram at the interface and in the bulk. provides redundancy and allows for cross-checks of the accuracy. We find the VBM of CIGS to be 0.3 6 0.1 eV higher than the VBM of p-doped diamond at the interface, and 0.0 6 0.1 eV higher than the bulk VBM of diamond. These represent small barriers for hole transport. To eliminate them completely, it is proposed to substitute Se by S in CIGS or to choose an absorber material with a somewhat lower VBM. The width of the interface barrier can be reduced by higher B doping.
The paper is organized as follows: After a discussion of the experimental details in Sec. II, we proceed to the determination of the unoccupied states by XAS in Sec. III and to measurements of occupied states by XPS in Sec. IV. Since the valence band offset is between occupied states, it can be determined by XPS alone, as done in Table I . But the inclusion of more accurate literature data for bulk diamond allows a refinement of the results, particularly for the VBM relative to the Fermi level and to the C1s core level. This refinement is performed in Sec. V, and the complete band diagram is given in Fig. 5 . It combines the most accurate available results and includes both occupied and unoccupied states. The key findings and their consequences for using diamond as electron donor material are presented in Sec. VI. The external quantum efficiency was determined from 300 nm to 1050 nm in 2 nm intervals, using chopped monochromatic light from a Xe-arc light source (calibrated by Si and InGaAs photodiodes). The optical band gap (E g ) of our CIGS film was estimated by linear extrapolation of the absorption edge of the quantum efficiency spectra (Fig.  2(b) ). The resulting value E g ¼ 1.4 eV is consistent with the relation between E g and x obtained in Ref. 18 using 
For our analysis, we have assumed that E g of the 7 nm CIGS layer on diamond is the same as for the 2.3 lm thick film used to acquire the optical data. Possible differences in E g could be caused by different growth modes or different stoichiometry. Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction data for the thin sample were shifted 0.1-0.2 towards lower diffracting angles, indicating that the 7 nm sample is slightly more Inrich than the 2.3 lm sample, resulting in x % 0.5. That would reduce the band gap by % 0.1 eV for the 7 nm sample, which is comparable to the uncertainty of the extrapolation towards the CBM (red line in Fig. 2 ). It would mainly affect the CBM of CIGS. XAS showed no significant differences in the spectra between the 2.3 lm and 7 nm films, and XPS gave a difference of 0.08 eV between the Cu2p 3/2 levels (Table I) , which is comparable to the error bar.
Synchrotron based X-ray absorption spectroscopy studies were performed at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Spectra of the CIGS/Diamond heterojunction were acquired at BL 8.0.1 to determine the unoccupied states in CIGS and diamond by probing the Cu2p and C1s edges with an energy resolution of 0.2 eV and 0.1 eV, respectively. Cu2p XAS spectra were recorded in the total electron yield mode by measuring the photocurrent, with a probing depth of 5-10 nm, while C1s spectra were recorded in the total fluorescence yield detection mode using a channel plate detector plus an Al filter, with a probing depth of ca. 100 nm. The photon energy was calibrated using CuO (2p 1/2 peak of CuO at 931.3 eV for Cu2p, compare Ref. 19 ) and graphite (p*-peak of graphite at 285.35 eV for C1s, from Ref. 20 ).
Hard X-ray photoemission (HXPS, HAXPES) measurements (h ¼ 5.0 keV) were performed at BL 9.3.1 (ALS) using a hemispherical analyzer (Scienta SES 2002), with a total resolution of 0.6 eV on the following three samples: (i) CIGS/Diamond heterojunction sample, (ii) CIGS/Mo reference sample, and (iii) H-terminated boron-doped diamond reference sample. HXPS provides information on the occupied states by probing the core levels and the valence band with respect to the Fermi level (E F ). 21 The binding energy scales were calibrated by measuring the Fermi edge of a Au reference sample. The inelastic mean free paths (IMFPs) for CIGS and diamond have been calculated for using the TPP formula 22 to be ca. 8 nm and 6 nm, respectively. These numbers can be compared to the much lower values of ca. 3 nm and 2 nm, again, respectively, for conventional XPS with h ¼ 1.5 keV. Thus, HXPS with excitation energy of h ¼ 5 keV permitted penetrating the 7 nm CIGS overlayer and probing the valence band offset at the CIGS/Diamond interface. This information depth is comparable to that with total electron yield detection in XAS. We have also measured the energy levels of H-terminated diamond as a reference, including its work function. The latter was obtained from the low energy cutoff of the photoelectron spectrum using a À10 V sample bias. The resulting work function of 4.97 eV is smaller than the band gap of 5.47 eV (Ref. 23 ) which is consistent with the negative electron affinity of H-terminated diamond. 24, 25 III. RESULTS FROM XAS X-ray absorption spectroscopy provides information about the unoccupied states, i.e., the conduction bands of diamond and CIGS. These complement the HXPS results for the occupied states. Figure 3 (a) presents the C K-edge absorption spectrum of diamond in the CIGS/Diamond sample, which reflects the onset of the C1s ! 2p transitions. The excitonic peak (E exciton ) at 289.0-289.1 eV (Refs. 15, 26, 27) is shifted down from the CBM by the binding energy of the C1s core exciton in diamond, which is 0.19 eV. 26 That places the conduction band minimum of diamond (CBM diamond ) at 289.2-289.3 eV. Additional features in Fig. 3(a) , labeled A and B (at 282.31 eV and 283.85 eV), originate from unoccupied states in the band gap that arise as a result of boron doping. They represent transitions from the C1s core level to the B acceptor level, which lies 0.37 eV above the VBM of diamond. 28 The upper peak matches the position of the B acceptor level quite well. The lower energy peak has been assigned to transitions from C atoms adjacent to a B dopant. 15, 29, 30 Their C1s level is shifted to lower binding energy by electron transfer from the more electropositive B. The intensity ratio between peaks A and B can be rationalized by comparing the number of C atoms inside the Bohr radius of the acceptor wave function (the final state of the optical transition) with the number of C atoms adjacent to a B impurity. Additional contributions might come from interstitial B sites at high doping. These have been discussed in the literature, but have not been observed in core level spectroscopy (see Ref. 31 and references therein) . Figure 3 (b) presents the Cu L 3 -edge absorption spectrum of the CIGS overlayer on diamond. It is used to obtain the conduction band minimum of CIGS via linear extrapolation of the L 3 edge, following previous work.
9-11 For our CIGS film, the CBM is reached at 933.17 eV. To obtain the position of the CBM relative to the Fermi level (CBM-E F ), we subtract the Cu2p 3/2 core level binding energy obtained by HXPS. By subtracting the optical band gap from (CBM-E F ), one obtains the position of the VBM relative to E F (VBM-E F ). The details of this procedure, together with the influence of the electron-hole interaction, are discussed with Figure 5 (Step 7).
IV. RESULTS FROM HXPS
HXPS offers a direct route to determine the valence band discontinuity or band offset at the CIGS/Diamond heterojunction, through the measurement of core level binding energies and valence-band maxima in the heterojunction and the two pure reference materials in each layer, originally developed with excitation in the conventional XPS energy regime of 1.5 keV that is less depth penetrating. 32 This method assumes a constant position of the VBM relative to a given core level in both the heterojunction and the reference materials. More specifically, the valence band maxima relative to E F of the H-terminated diamond, and CIGS reference samples have been determined by HXPS, see Fig. 4 and Table I . In addition, core-levels representative of elements belonging exclusively to CIGS-Cu2p 3/2 and diamond-C1s have been measured with respect to E F for the reference CIGS and H-terminated diamond samples and for the CIGS/Diamond heterojunction sample (Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) ).
Once the valence band maxima of the two reference samples CIGS and H-terminated diamond (Figs. 4(d) and 4(e)), respectively, and the core-levels of the reference samples and of the heterojunction have been measured (Table I) , Eq. (2) provides a direct path for the determination of the VBO in the CIGS/Diamond sample 32 
DE VBOðCIGS=DiamondÞ
DE VBO(CIGS/Diamond) is the valence band offset of the H-terminated diamond relative to the top CIGS layer.
The valence band offset at the CIGS/Diamond heterojunction is an important parameter to characterize the energy levels of the proposed three-layer structure as discussed above. It is worthwhile to consider the terms of Eq. (2) and how accurately they can be measured. The corelevels can be accurately determined by fitting them with the Voigt function to obtain the peak positions, after subtracting the much-used Shirley background (Table I ). More challenging is the accurate determination of the VBM. In the past decades, a few methods have been proposed. For example, Kraut et al. proposed to fit the XPS spectrum in the vicinity of the valence-band edge and determining E VBM using a theoretical model, where the photoemission spectrum is assumed to be proportional to a broadened valence-band density of states (VB DOS) obtained from band structure calculations. 33 On the other hand, Chambers et al. 34 observed that the method of Grant et al. in Ref. 33 results in significant inaccuracies for VBM of complex oxide materials. They proposed fitting both the onset of the experimental spectrum near the valence band edge and the background noise (dark counts) to straight lines and then determining E VBM from the intersection of these two lines. While this method is very simple to use and does not require the calculation of a theoretical VB DOS, its validity depends on the assumption of a linear VB DOS in the vicinity of E VBM .
The method of Chambers et al. has been used to determine the VBM of the bulk CIGS reference (VBM CIGS ¼ 0.31 6 0.1 eV), Fig. 4(d) . 34 However, neither this method nor that of Kraus et al. was able to provide an accurate VBM value of the H-terminated diamond, which has a decidedly non-linear variation near maximum and an electronic structure whose band structure is not adequately described by simple local-density calculations. We have thus gone beyond this model to determine the valence band maximum of H-terminated diamond using the ab-initio GW-method 35 based on quantum-mechanical many-body perturbation theory as implemented in the BerkeleyGW package, 36 which has been shown to provide a highly accurate description of the diamond band structure and bandgap. 35, 37 A detailed discussion of the VBM determination in a system such as diamond with mixed valence band states (C2s and C2p) and showing a strong dependence of their orbital cross-section as a function of the excitation energy is reported elsewhere. 37 The fit of the GW-method curve to the measured H-terminated diamond valence band edge gives a VBM ¼ 0.45 6 0.2 eV, as shown in Fig. 4(e) .
The VBO at the interface between diamond (bottom layer) and CIGS (top layer) is determined from the HXPS data in Table I via Eq. (2): VBO CIGS/Diamond ¼ (VBM CIGS -VBM diamond ) ¼ 0.27 6 0.2 eV. The VBM of CIGS lies somewhat higher than the VBM of diamond at the interface and thus creates a shallow barrier for electron donation from diamond. The VBMs at the interface can be determined from those of the reference samples by taking the difference of the core level energies into account, using the following equations. These reflect the fact that the energy difference between the VBM and a core level is not affected by band bending or surface termination The upper equation will also be used in Sec. V to increase the accuracy of the VBM of diamond by using an accurate literature value for (C1s À VBM) Diamond .
V. COMBINATION OF XAS, HXPS, AND OTHER AVAILABLE DATA
In order to obtain the most complete and accurate results possible, we have combined our own data from XAS, HXPS, and quantum efficiency measurements with literature values and our computed GW values for bulk energy levels of diamond, such as the band gap E g , (E F -VBM), and (VBMÀC1s). The resulting band diagram in Fig. 5 is constructed from the right side (bulk diamond) to the left (bulk CIGS) in 8 steps, which are explained in detail below the figure. We begin with two accurately known properties of bulk diamond, the band gap of 5.47 eV and the position of the VBM relative to the Fermi level E F (which can be calculated accurately from bulk electrical properties versus temperature and B doping). Since E F remains constant throughout the interface in thermal equilibrium, it becomes the natural reference level. Relative to E F , the band edges and core levels exhibit band bending near the interface due to the electrostatic potential in the space charge region. To track the movement of the broad VBM through the band bending region, we use the sharp C1s core level, as quantified in Eq. (3). This can be done, since the energy difference (VBM-C1s) is a basic electronic structure property of bulk diamond that is not affected by band bending or surface termination. The most accurate determination of (VBM-C1s) from the literature is combined with the energy of the C1s level at the interface, as measured by HXPS. Next, we move further to the left in Fig. 5 across the interface into the CIGS film. HXPS and XAS probe both the bulk and the two surfaces of the thin CIGS film, such that the resulting energies represent an average across the film. The VBM in CIGS is well-pronounced in HXPS and can be obtained relative to E F from the data in Fig. 4(a) . Adding the band gap obtained from the quantum efficiency spectrum in Fig. 2 gives the CBM in CIGS. The result for the CBM of CIGS can be cross-checked by using the onset of the conduction band transitions in the Cu2p 3/2 XAS spectrum of Fig. 3 and subtracting the HXPS binding energy of the Cu2p 3/2 core level in Fig. 4(c) . The CBM value is extracted from the onset of the Cu2p 3/2 XAS by linear extrapolation, using a previously established method. [9] [10] [11] Finally, one can take the electron affinity of CIGS from the literature 36 to assign a vacuum level E vac to the CIGS film.
The energy level diagram in Fig. 5 originates from a variety of measurements in order to obtain the highest possible accuracy and to estimate the error bars by cross-checks between several methods. Energies are given with two decimals (where available) in order to avoid rounding errors when adding or subtracting multiple energies. The following sequence of steps establishes the diagram:
(1) The band gap of diamond (5.47 eV) is obtained from Clark et al., 23 see also Bandis and Pate. 39 Notice that there are two opposing effects shifting the onset of the optical absorption. The valence exciton binding energy of 70-80 meV lowers the threshold, and the excitation of a phonon required by the indirect band gap increases the threshold by 83 meV and 160 meV (for TA and TO phonons, respectively). At room temperature, one has also phonon absorption, which lowers the threshold. (2) The bulk Fermi level in highly doped diamond lies slightly below the B acceptor level, which is 0.37 eV above the VBM. 28 For our doping level of about 10 20 cm À3 , the calculation by Diederich et al. 25 gives
The energy difference (VBM-C1s) is a key quantity characteristic of bulk diamond. It is independent of the surface termination, Fermi level pinning, and band bending, since it is determined by the C-C interaction. Here, we discuss three methods to obtain this quantity. Their comparison allows an estimate of the accuracy.
The most accurate method starts with the sharp negative electron affinity peak (0.5 eV FWHM) which is observed in the secondary electron spectrum of H-terminated diamond. 24, 25 It represents electrons piled up at the CBM. The energy of this peak was combined with the C1s level measured for the same sample by Morar et al. A second method uses the difference between the onset of the valence band and the C1s peak obtained from HXPS. This method suffers from the low intensity and slow onset of the valence band maximum (several eV wide), particularly at high photon energies (Fig. 4(e) ). The combination of HXPS with GW calculations in Fig. 4 minimizes these uncertainties and gives (VBM-C1s) ¼ 284.19 eV-0.45 eV ¼ 283.74 eV for H-terminated diamond (Table I ). An earlier XPS result by Shi et al. 40 gave (VBM-C1s) ¼ 284.90 eV À 1.32 eV ¼ 283.58 eV, but this work employed a lower excitation energy of $1.5 keV and a less accurate method to obtain the VBM (linear extrapolation of the leading edge spectra to the baseline).
A third method starts with the C1s exciton peak observed in XAS at 289.0 eV by Morar et al. 26 This value is consistent with our result of 289.0 eV and the recent value of 289.1 eV obtained by Zegkinoglou et al. 15 within the error bar of 60.1 eV for the absolute energy calibration in XAS. After adding the exciton binding energy of 0.19 eV (Ref. 26) to obtain the CBM and subtracting the band gap of 5.47 eV (Ref. 23) , we obtain (VBM-C1s) ¼ 283.7 eV 6 0.1 eV.
Overall, the values obtained for (VBM-C1s) in diamond from the three methods range from 283.58 eV to 283.8 eV, with 283.73 6 0.1 eV as the most accurate value.
(4) The energy difference (E F -C1s) ¼ 284.24 eV at the CIGS/Diamond interface is obtained from our HXPS results in Fig. 4 and Fig. 4 and Table I . These are averaged over the thickness of the CIGS film by HXPS.
Comparing the values of (E F -VBM) at both sides of the CIGS/Diamond interface from steps (4) and (5), one obtains a valence band offset (VBM CIGS -VBM diamond ) ¼ (0.51 eV À 0.23 eV) ¼ 0.28 eV, with the VBM of CIGS lying higher. The offset to the bulk valence band of diamond is (0.25 eV À 0.23 eV) ¼ 0.02 eV using (2). (6) The CIGS band gap E g ¼ 1.4 eV is obtained from the quantum efficiency measurement in Fig. 2(a) . By adding it to the VBM from step (5) (0.23 eV below E F for CIGS/ Diamond), one obtains the CBM in CIGS/Diamond at 1.17 eV above E F . (7) The CBM in CIGS/Diamond can be obtained independently by combining HXPS with XAS at the Cu2p 3/2 edge. This yields a lower limit of the energy difference (CBM-Cu2p 3/2 ) ! 933.17 eV for CIGS/Diamond is obtained from our XAS in Fig. 3 , using linear extrapolation towards the onset and assuming that the electronhole interaction is negligible. Compare similar results and extrapolation methods in B€ ar et al., 9 Johnson et al., 10 and B€ ar et al. 11 Combining this result with (E F -Cu2p 3/2 ) ¼ 932.22 eV for CIGS/Diamond from step (5) gives (CBM-E F ) ! 0.95 eV. With E g from step (7), we obtain (E F -VBM) 0.45 eV in CIGS. This value is less accurate that the result of 0.23 eV obtained directly from HXPS in step (3). It involves several measurements (XAS, HXPS, and quantum efficiency), and the XAS result for the CBM of CIGS may be affected by electronhole-interaction. In that case, the actual CBM would lie higher above E F , and the VBM would be closer to E F . An electron-hole interaction of 0.22 eV would bring the two measurements into agreement. to the CBM from step (6).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have determined the energy level diagram for a CIGS absorber combined with a diamond donor using a variety of techniques that are cross-checked against each other to obtain the most reliable results. The valence band maximum of CIGS lies very close to that of bulk diamond (within our error bar of 60.1 eV), as required for refilling the photogenerated holes in the CIGS absorber via the diamond film. That provides a good starting point for optimizing the band offset. However, the band bending at the interface still creates a barrier of !0.3 eV at the interface, which would need to be overcome by sufficiently high doping. This seems possible, as boron-doped diamond can actually be doped high enough to become metallic and even superconducting. 41 One could also push the valence band maximum of the absorber film a few tens of an eV lower to ensure that the photo-generated holes are refilled quickly enough to prevent recombination with photogenerated electrons. For example, substitution of Se with S lowers the VBM in CIGS. Overall, our findings are of generic interest for new solar cell designs involving transparent electron donor and acceptor materials.
